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AKOS GMBH
„We always reach the hotline instantly, and they’re always a great help.
I now have a more detailed overview of our accounts.“
Katrin Lindemann | Team leader commercial functions

HEL-WACHT HOLDING GMBH, WIEN
„The introduction of DISPONIC primarily means saving time, thus a better
time management for my entire administration. In addition, unstaffed services are more noticeable, and can be staffed quickly.”
Margarete Landertshammer | Managing Partner

LLOYD SECURITY GMBH
„Today’s training unit was first rate. Really great! I’m already looking
forward to future trainings.“
Sven Schwandt | Chief Information Security Officer

HKS SICHERHEITSSERVICE GMBH
„For HKS, DISPONIC isn’t just another program. Using it across our departments stimulates team bonding, is fun, and it saves time. Whenever
we have questions, the Bite AG’s team is always a great help. We have
definitely never regretted our decision in choosing of DISPONIC.“
Anna-Lena Keilholz | CEO
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We are enthusiastic...

B.I.G. SICHERHEIT GMBH, STUTTGART
„Made by professionals for professionals. Customer requests are integrated, and the program is continually enhanced. DISPONIC has enabled us
to significantly reduce our internal administrative costs. The hotline helps
us rapidly and competently. For us, changing to DISPONIC was the right
decision – qualitatively and financially.“
Norbert Bader | Managing Director

WESTDEUTSCHER
WACHDIENST GMBH & CO.KG
„DISPONIC on the Web is absolutely groundbreaking. I believe it is the
future of modern communication with staff. The Web portal offers almost
24/7 access to information, news, and internal roster changes. That increases our employee satisfaction.“
Daniel Vollmer | CEO

HOCKENHEIM-RING GMBH
„I can call the hotline at any time. They help me quickly, and I never need to
spend time stuck in waiting loops. And DISPONIC saves us a huge amount
of time in payroll accounting.“
Kathleen Heine | HR department

CUSTODIO, AG, SCHWEIZ
„We were looking for a flexible, stable and modern software. The web
access convinced us and our employees. A big plus is the well organized
support. The support team is very friendly and very responsive. We are
convinced by Disponic.“
Sandro Lo Prest | Leader Operations
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WOW! A staff roster that ensures a smooth and
professional process. Reliability guaranteed as it
creates security and trust.
T

EFFEC

WOW! A system that puts your employees on optimal
shifts. It supports you during hectic day-to-day business.
Professional planning is the be-all and end-all in the
security industry.

E CONOMIC
O PTIMAL
W EB BASED

WOW! A software solution that brings all the information and agreements together, speeding up the complex
processes of shift planning.
WOW! A program that is easy to understand
immediately. It always provides an overview of your
rules.
WOW! With special functions, this satisfies all
activities of the security services industry.
WOW! A process optimizer that calculates gross
wages from duty scheduling; creates bills from the staff
roster; and enhances your administration with interfaces
to your payroll and accounting experts.

That is DISPONIC!
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STAFF PLANNING
RAPID. CLEAR.
FLEXIBLE.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR NEW WAYS OF STRUC-

Always under time pressure? Always at your limit?

TURING AND ACCELERATING DAILY PROCESSES

Concentrate on the essentials!

IN YOUR COMPANY? WITH CLARITY, DISPONIC
MANAGES STAFF TO MEET YOUR PLACEMENT
REQUIREMENTS.

DISPONIC

RECOGNIZES

THE

VARIOUS LOCATIONS AND DIFFERENT SHIFT TIMES.

Enjoy time savings up to
80% with DISPONIC.

SEE WHO IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE AND WHO HAS

Your advantages:

THE NECESSARY EXPERIENCE, QUALIFICATIONS,
AND KNOWLEDGE TO BE ASSIGNED PROPER

+

Adheres to hourly limits

+

Recognizes earnings limits

+

Directs target-actual comparison

+

Shows ill-placed assignments at a glance

+

Customizes view

+

Provides cross-monthly planning

Now you can optimally perform tasks in preparation

+

Allows planning using multiple monitors

management.

Occurring daily, special cases invol-

+

Considers qualifications

ving security services, require maximum flexibility.

+

Observes rest periods

DISPONIC provides a complete overview while re-

+

Avoids double planning

taining 100% control.

+

Assigns permanent personnel to correct venue

+

Provides recordings of real work times

+

Creates personnel calendars with an overview

PLACEMENT.

Welcome to
DISPONIC!

of holidays and sick days
+

Captures days of worker absence

+

EBlocks employee access, when justified

+

Offers views of company layouts

+

Saves postage by using serial mail for
shift planning

+

Prints employee ID cards compliant
with current legislation

+

Highlights special features in color
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GROSS WAGE
UP TO DATE. RELIABLE.
EXACT.
What if a program can provide gross wages, that
are automatically and immediately calculated, during
shift planning?

Is this only a dream for the future?

No, not with DISPONIC. This program makes gross
payroll accounting quick and easy. Just enter essential
information (basic wages and the various bonuses),
and let DISPONIC do the rest.
Your advantages:
+

Gives consideration to all collective agreements

+

Determines wages and bonuses based upon 		
location, activity, and/or employee status

+

Calculates site and function bonuses

+

Provides flexible billing schemes

+

Simultaneously defines various individual
calendars

+

Parallel maps different pay scale areas

+

Monitors earning limits, directly with planning

+

Evaluates individuals via pivot tables *

+

Exports data to Excel

+

Customizes pay slips

+

Successfully passes government agency
audits Impeccable!

* A pivot table displays dimensions and
key figures as rows and columns on a table,
so data can be grouped and analyzed
simultaneously. A pivotal table is a very
powerful tool to analyze several dimensions
and key figures simultaneously, and then
rearrange them to view the data from a
different perspective, all while the view of
other rows can be minimized.
In DISPONIC, you evaluate all data
using pivot tables!
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BILLING
INDIVIDUAL. AUTOMATIC.
E-MAILABLE.
Customer invoicing is of paramount importance.
DISPONIC can provide individual pricing for specific customers, and maintains transparent, reusable
modules for flat rate customers. Our flexible, fast-entry
system saves time. DISPONIC automatically calculates
all items and generates the invoices. Additionally, an
overview of open items is always available.

Your advantages:
+

Generates invoices of shift planning

+

Customizes the invoice layout: free text with 		
images and fonts can be customized

+

Offers designable attachments for the invoice

+

Generates convenient flat-rate invoices

+

Can view revenues via a pivot table for 		
individual locations and specific time periods

+

Determines contribution margin per location

+

Enters individual prices per customer, location, 		
service, and/or type of work performed

+

Utilizes flexible billing models

+

Sends invoices via serial e-mails

+

Provides management of open item

PROVIDE RELIEF FOR YOUR ADMINISTRATION:
Give relief to your administration and say goodbye to
the root causes of errors. Thanks to DISPONIC, manage
significantly more customer at consistent staff costs.
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Guard control system
with digital guard book

Mobile time recording
via NFC for major events

Resource tracking
Order | Employees | Dressing room
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SMARTPHONE
APPS
CLEVER. INDEPENDENT.
MODERN.

GUARD CONTROL SYSTEM
WITH DIGITAL GUARD BOOK

RESOURCE TRACKING
Radios, smartphones, and work cloths are expensive

Documentation of specified control routes and certain

equipment, just like barriers, fences, and materials.

incidents can be simplified and digitized via the use

If such valuable items disappear, it causes measurable

of an app.

losses to a company.

For monitoring local services provided,

But there is another way!

scan the checkpoints using NFC technology. Chips are

Equipment is scanned with QR code or NFC, using

inexpensive, weather-resistant, and easily visible. They

the app.

can be scanned with a smartphone. A log is automati-

management is guaranteed.

Optimum warehousing and inventory

cally generated in the system and supplemented with
phots and/or faxes. The guard control system is automatically connected to the digital guard book.

MOBILE TIME RECORDING
VIA NFC FOR MAJOR EVENTS

And the following is also offered:

How can your staff – in particular at major events – be

+

Stationary logging via info terminal

recorded reliably and quickly? The employee ID-card

+

Manual time recording by employees
or operations managers

using an integrated NFC chip, in cooperation with
our app, offers the ideal solution. All the information is

+

Time importation from other systems

recorded, and automatically transferred to the system.

+

Log generation by scanning NFC tags at each site

This includes arrival and departure times for gross wage

+

Connection to the guard control system: start

accounting or for invoicing to the customer.

and end of tours are recorded
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DISPONIC ON THE WEB
CONVENIENT. ONLINE. HANDY.
Whether on a smartphone, tablet, or notebook:
This browser application can be used on any device and with any operating system. Depending on the rights
assigned, different groups of people can access the data, and view the duty roster at any time: employees, operations
managers/project managers, customers, and subcontractors.

SHIFT PLANNING
Employees,

operations

BOOKING SYSTEM
manager/project

Time-consuming employee search? DISPONIC has the

manager

solution: publicize open slots online. Specify times,

View the duty roster at any time. Retrieve all relevant

qualifications, or the number of employees desired.

details of an order: working hours, task, address, and
specific information. Use Google Maps to navigate

Potential employees register independently for a suitable

your staff to the exact location. Important: the read

service. This mitigates valuable time wasted on phone

confirmation reserves extra security for the Head of

calls, as well as increases staff satisfaction. DISPONIC

Operations.

saves substantial time with staff assignment planning.

DISPONIC guarantees the smooth flow of communica-

AVAILABILITY

tions.
Temporary employees log available working hours
Customer

independently. This information is automatically reco-

Your customer receives sufficient information about ac-

gnized while planning staff assignments. Integrating

tivated employees. If additional information desired, it

staff to particular assignments now becomes easier and

can be requested via e-mail.

faster.

Subcontractor

DAY-OFF REQUEST

Assign subcontractors to individual orders, thus creating
an easy interface between security service companies.
The system provides information – online and mobile –
Information anytime and anywhere.

Instead of numerous requests in the form of e-mail,
WhatsApp or SMS, employees can simply send
the request for days off to the Operations Manager.
There is no longer a need for time-consuming reading
and processing of information. You – the Operations
Manager – can then conveniently view, consider, or
ignore the proposals during duty planning
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DUTY ROSTER

APPLICATION
FOR LEAVE

BOOKING SYSTEM

INFORMATION

AVAILABILITY

GUARD BOOK

DAY-OFF REQUEST

STAFF PLANNING

APPLICATION FOR LEAVE

GUARD BOOK

Online instead of offline. No paper, no printing, no

The guard book module is linked to the planning in

filling out forms all that need to be countersigned.

DISPONIC. This ensures modern, integrated processing

Using DISPONIC, employees can now submit holiday

of data. Special events are recorded directly during the

application requests online.

tour.

Operation Manager’s

approval or rejection can be seen directly in the portal

The guard book complies with the legal requirements of

by the vacation-ready employee.

government agencies.

INFORMATION

STAFF PLANING

The welcome screen of the web portal displays

With DISPONIC on the web, part of the shift

up-to-date information upon log in. Service instructions,

planning can be done online and mobile. Actual times

pictures of new site, a website link, an invitation to

are recorded. Employees swapped. The most important

a summer party, or other files become readily visible

processes are entered quickly and easily while on the

on the portal welcome screen.

road – and no more casually scattered information is

Information can be

sent to an individual person, with reading confirmation

lost.

showing the planner the information has been received
and read.
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INTERFACES TO
NET WAGES AND
FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTING
CONVENIENT. CLEVER.
MODERN.

DISPONIC, and its interfaces, make everything possible using a single source. The data can be transferred
directly from the system to the usual net wage accounting and financial accounting programs (such as Datev,
SBS, Lexware, and many others). This allows more time
to take care of your customers and orders.

Interfaces minimize the workload and the source of errors.
Your seamless transition for fast processing in all areas!
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CHECK LIST
DOES DISPONIC
MATCH OUR COMPANY?
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS:
 We work for the security of objects, valuables, and people in the event sector, and we need a
reliable system in the background.
 As a security service provider, we want to find a reasonable balance between the technology used,
the personnel required, and the costs.
 We want to organize the optimal deployment of our employees quickly, and provide flexibility
in our security company.
 We are looking for a convenient software solution that will free us from paperwork.
 Double data entry and manual recording are time-consuming.
 We have not yet found a suitable software solution allowing us to secure complex events quickly.
 Operating software must be easy to use and adaptable.
 It would be ideal if I could design my work windows dynamically, arranging them according
to my individual needs.
 I want to be able to filter out certain information, and see only what is important to me on my screen.
 If I could assign equipment (such as material, working clothes, radios) to particular employees or sites
that would really make work easier.
 We want fast and up-to-date communication via smartphone or tablet.

Did you mark at least
Then contact us now.

3 answers?

Birgit Sönning

Jochen Hahn

birgit.soenning@bite.de

hahn@bite.de

whatsapp +49 151 19337778

whatsapp +49 171 3660780

oldschool +49 711 380155 230

oldschool +49 711 380155 200
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SERVICES
BEST PREPARATION. EFFICIENT
WORKING. IDEAL SUPPORT.
We offer a wide range of services. This includes

Everything from a single source:

needs analyses, implementations, product launches, training, and programming for customizati-

+

on.

Examination of system requirements
and needs analysis

+

Installation

Our training courses are customized. We will go

+

Implementation

through the various work steps with you online or

+

Databases – local or in the cloud

on site. After the training, you will have the oppor-

+

Hosting on servers in Germany

tunity to talk directly to our competent support peo-

+

Webinars

ple via the hotline number within the framework of

+

Consulting

the hotline contract. Or simply send us an e-mail.

+

Trainings

+

Hotline

+

Tutorials on YouTube

You can also visit our YouTube Channel. There,
you will find numerous training videos of the modules (mostly in German).

hotline@disponic.de | phone +49 711 380 155 180
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TEAM / ABOUT US
ALL FOR ONE. ONE FOR ALL.
BITE AG is a creative, future-oriented company working with the latest technology.
Our working atmosphere is characterized by fun at work and team spirit. This allows each individual to develop
constantly. As the market leader of software for security services, we have close to 30 years of experience. We want
to inspire our customers with our high-quality standards. Our software solutions are established and proven products
for more than 270 customers in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Principality of Liechtenstein and Poland. Bite AG
is headquartered in Filderstadt. Further locations are Dusseldorf and Cracow/Poland.
You are cordially invited to visit us.
We are always happy to exchange ideas with our customers, and we are here to serve you!
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/disponic.dienstplan

/companies/biteag

/disponic
disponic.de
disponic-blog.de

Bite AG
Im Köller 3
70794 Filderstadt
Germany
+ 49 711 380155 00
info@bite.de
Further locations:
Düsseldorf
Krakau, Polen
Hotline:
hotline@disponic.de
+ 49 711 380 155 180

WWW.DISPONIC.DE

